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WHAT TO EXPECT

Accompany me on this innovative and inspiring journey of discovery and adventure, 
where the words of Isak Dinesen (Karen Blixen) will ring true: 

 
 “ Here I am where I ought to be”

 
I want to share the wondrous charm of the Chobe river with you. Capture the essence of

nature. Embrace the feeling of being submerged in this abundance, from elephants
crossing the majestic waters to the iconic cry of the African Fish Eagle.

 
As we glide on a river that resembles a mirror, notice as the reflections change into

expressionistic paintings set to the backdrop of a symphony of sounds of the awakening
day. Through your own lens, realign, and rediscover your own peace and harmony.

 
Spend the last few days getting creative at the relaxing and tranquil Klipspringer Lodge,

Selati private game reserve. While continuing your photography from the specialised
photographic hide.

 
Re-emerge, rejuvenated and transformed through inspirational experiences and dreams

under the African night skies.
 

Return home with more than precious memories. Your photographs and canvas artwork
will be tangible and lifelong reminders of your footprints on African soil.
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INCLUDES

 4 Nights accommodation at Chobe Bush Lodge / Chobe Safari Lodge
Breakfast and Dinner  AM and PM photographic sessions on CNP boat  Boat and Park Fees  Transfers to/from Kasane Airport

 

INCLUDES

 4 Nights accommodation at Klipspringer Lodge
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner  Selected drinks at the lodge

Transfers to/from Hoedspruit Airport
Bed and Conservation Fees  AM and PM photographic sessions in Klipspringer Hide

Irene Country Lodge 20 June 2023
 

16- 20 June 2023

21-25 June 2023



Fun & Photography from the CNP photographic boat on the majestic Chobe river. 

 Photography from inside a hide at Klipspringer private lodge.

Individual creative sessions.

Artwork made for you by Veronica, with your input and images.

FREE  50x75cm or 60x60cm heat-sealed canvas print.

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Highlights



NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Veronica Art                        visit my website On
www.veronicacoetzerphotography.com



Chobe River







Selati Reserve







Memoriesfrom previous trips



Memoriesfrom previous trips



www.cnpsafaris.com

veronica@cnpsafaris.com | 
(+27) 60 723 2747
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Join me on this
    Adventure




